
SEE, FEEL and HEAR the EXCITEMENT!SEE, FEEL and HEAR the EXCITEMENT!SEE, FEEL and HEAR the EXCITEMENT!Perfect for:

Hotels

Malls

Fairs

Arcades

Entertainment Centers

Virtual Voyage Provides:

Operator Training

Software 

Software Installation

Hardware

Hardware Installation

Network & Control Room Installation

Technical Support

Custom Decals

Interested in finding out how

just one Virtual Voyager can

make you up to $20,000 a month?

Call us at 916-987-9689 to receive

more information on how you can

take advantage of this phenomenal

money making opportunity.

Specs:

Dimensions: Length = 67" 

Width = 36" 

Height (closed) = 61"

(open) = 82"

Weight: under 200 lbs

Electrical: 110 volt

Hardware: Pentium processor based

Software: PC based

Controls:

F-16 flight stick & throttle replicas

VR Headset:

Lightweight, 3D capable,

stereo headset spatialization,

80 inch viewing area,

eye glass compatible

Virtual Voyage
6610 Folsom Auburn Road, Ste. #3
Folsom, CA 95630
916-987-9689 EXPERIENCE the PROFITS!EXPERIENCE the PROFITS!EXPERIENCE the PROFITS!

© 1996 Virtual Voyage.  Virtual Voyage reserves
the right to modify and improve equipment,
games and/or options mentioned or pictured in
Virtual Voyager promotional material.



PROFIT CENTER

The Virtual Voyager was custom designed to be cost effec-
tive, and produce unlimited game play and excitement.
These features create low overhead and maintenance
leading to maximum income and profits.

� Generate up to $20,000 income per month off  just
one Virtual Voyager!

� Huge profit potential

� Low upgrade and maintenance costs

� Simple system management

� Virtual Reality is today's HOTTEST ATTRACTION!

PLAYERS SEE, HEAR & FEEL THE EXCITEMENT

Because the Virtual Voyager utilizes the latest PC games,
players will be able to immediately enjoy full gaming
action with their current favorite computer games.
Players will SEE the difference, HEAR the excitement,
and FEEL the power of their favorite virtual worlds.

� Familiarity of games attracts customers

� Exciting appearance appeals to, and
entices customers

� Immerse yourself in virtual worlds

� Actually FEEL the hits and action as you play

UPGRADEABLE

By utilizing today's latest PC games and computer
technology, the Virtual Voyager can continually be
upgraded without purchasing new expensive custom
computer systems.

� Upgrading made easy and cost effective

� You can upgrade the computer system
as technology develops

� Never need to change the Virtual Voyager base unit

� Network a group of Virtual Voyagers for head to
head competition & increased excitement

SMART DESIGN

The smart design of the Virtual Voyager allows easy
system management, simple installation and minimal
maintenance.

� Narrow fiberglass body construction for small
entrances

� Internal mounted shocks for easy lifting
(less than 1 pound)

� Forced air ventilation 

� F-16 joystick & throttle, with VR headset

� Daily time log tracks time and eliminates play theft

3 Position Handles
For effortless hatch lifting
and entry.

Monitor and Keyboard
Hidden in rear for easy
access (is not required in
command center set-ups).

Tinted Window and Lift Top
Creates sense of seclusion
& provides gaming privacy.

Heavy Castor Swivel Wheels
For simple transport and
portability.  Locking wheels
allow stationary positioning.

Ergonomically Designed
Molded armrests and
comfortable seat enables
longer game play.


